
The New Efficiency Standard
in Manufacturing and Logistics
We digitize the part of industrial production 
that nobody would - but definitely should!

Digitized Processes   •   Increased Production Efficiency



Manufacturers and warehouses of-
ten face problems that result in higher 
production costs, slower processes 
or higher inventory discrepancies:

• production planning and control has 
limited direct information and no re-
al-time feedback about processes

• inventory items or parts are often 
misplaced

• no accurate information is available 
about the exact path of manufac-
turing process in a production line

Pozi automatically tracks any given object in real 
time, giving an integrated answer to the differ-
ent aspect of material handling and warehouse 
automation challenges:

• all items and articles are automatically tracked, 
using the technology most suitable for the re-
spective environment

• sophisticated reporting and tracking system gives 
real-time information on item or vehicle positions

• precisely documents every process, path or 
movement of the tracked objects, giving valuable 
data for process planning, quality management 
and inventory tracking

Pozi Technologies’ industry-grade indoor positioning and identification system is an in-
telligent, versatile intra-logistics supertool that significantly increases the efficiency of 
any manufacturing operation or warehouse, while reducing costs and increasing oper-
ational safety.

Pozi automatically gathers detailed real-time tracking information about the position and 
movement of all items related to the production process - from raw material to finished 
product. This data identifies and eliminates a significant part of lean waste, while allows 
more comprehensive planning, analysis and control of production.

In warehouses Pozi provides an easy and thoroughly accurate data of the entire logistics 
process, and leads to increased storage space utilization.

Pozi thoroughly digitizes the process of the entire production logistics, increases 
efficiency, and leads to a transparent and measurable operation.
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...tell where a part or stock item is in the factory

• warehouse shelf location
• production position
• transport or processing equipment

...assign a task remotely to the part 
handler and track it real time

• position (physical and logical)
• task (processing station, route, delivery point)
• item (automatically registered when moved)

...monitor the entire production process 
by track-and-tracing products, equipment 
or containers during

• warehousing and commissioning
• processing and assembly
• delivery

Pozi identifies and eliminates over 5 out of 7 lean waste areas responsible for 83% percent 
of waste in any given manufacturing process, a large part of which is usually unknown to 
production managers:

• Transportation: Moving the product around unnecessarily is a waste of time, effort, and in-
creases the likelihood that it will be damaged.

• Inventory: Identifying unused materials reduces wasted capital. It is money just sitting around 
in the form of raw materials (0% complete), work-in-process (50% complete), or finished 
goods (100% complete).

• Motion: The “wear and tear” on the equipment or the people  
involved in the process. If you are transporting the product 
around unnecessarily, you are wasting time, but also wast- 
ing resources of the trucks, forklifts and employees.

• Waiting: Time that the part or product is sitting 
around – not being transported or processed.

• Over-production: Producing more than is necessary 
is often caused by inaccurate stock information.

• Over-processing: N/A

• Defects: N/A

With Pozi you can…

The TIMWOOD experience
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• automated tracking for all items 
related to the production process:

• parts, segments

• supplies, raw material

• interim and finished products

• containers, forklifts

• people

• seamless integration 
with production planning and control

• easy to use visualization 
of actual processes, item types, 
routes and statuses

• sophisticated alerting system  
for out-of-plan activities

• complex interfaces with ERP systems, 
machine-to-machine integration

• real-time work in process 
inventory evaluation & tracking

• 5 out of 7 lean waste responsible 
for 83% percent of waste identified 
and eliminated

• over 10% faster, more efficient 
production

• 20% increase in human workforce 
optimization

• connected supply chain re-defines JIT

• improves quality assurance by  
documenting entire production cycle

• lower intralogistics costs

• on-line CTQ monitoring 
allows 100/100 delivery

• automated inventory 
management and tracking

• layout planning and simulation

• intelligent routing for placement 
and collection

• automated FIFO/LIFO 
commissioning

• over 99.97% inventory accuracy

• up to 30% higher space utilization

• significantly faster stock- 
checking (hours vs. days)

• quicker and more accurate 
placement and delivery

For Manufacturing

Features Benefits

For Warehousing

Features Benefits

Features and Benefits
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Indoor positioning infrastructure on COT network
Indoor positioning is made possible by a facility-installed positioning 
infrastructure that incorporate Pozi’s patented UWB (Ultra Wide Band) 
technology. To suit various operations and environments, BLE (Bluetooth), 
RFID or other technologies are also used when needed.

Object identification tags

Every tracked item is installed with the most suitable identification 
tag that automatically recognizes the item, allowing the system to 
display the position and route of moving objects.

Monitoring, reporting and analytics software

Pozi’s monitoring software displays the data gathered through 
easy-to-use interfaces. Work log, statistics, various analytics and BI 
information helps planning and analysis of all aspects of operation.

Interfaces to ERP and PMS/PPC systems

A wide scale of interfaces integrate Pozi into a facility’s ERP and 
PPC/PMS systems where the data can be turned into efficiency.

Environmental sensors (optional)

Pozi’s COT platform can incorporate carious types of environmental 
sensors, allowing customers to track not just the position of an  
item but its current status (temperature, humidity, etc.)

Intelligent machine integration and retrofit machinery

To cover the entire production process, Pozi can incorporate 
operational data coming from processing machines.

System components
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Just in Time, Lean and Six Sigma... all need one thing: real time, automated and complete DATA.

Since the last major innovation in production management (TPS) the challenges faced by manu-
facturers and distributors have changed significantly: shorter production cycles, faster reaction 
times, higher risks in supply chain, etc. To address these, Pozi allows companies to extend their 
control of processes beyond their own boundaries, providing automated real-time process moni-
toring throughout the entire supply chain, from raw material all the way to the customer.

Architecture and scalability

Connected Supply Chain

Pozi’s COT network and architecture is modular system with a hierarchical topology 
that supports hybrid infrastructure based on different positioning and measure-
ment technologies.

Pozi’s positioning system is designed to utilize different moving tracked Tags (IDs), and 
hard-wired tracker hardware (Anchors) controlled by Sector Masters which then connect 
to a Gateway. Due to this hierarchical topology the system is highly scalable for even the 
largest factory floors. Our hard-wired set up divides a factory into loops with each loop 
containing 64 anchors, covering approx. 1200 m2 or 7.200 m3. Each loop can track up to 
5.000 simultaneously moving items. This architecture allows virtually unlimited scaling in 
terms of covered area, the number of tracked items being in the tens of thousands range.
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Asset-heavy industries are often slow adopters of new technologies in order to minimize 
the risks of downtime in production. Pozi can be implemented with no or minimal 
disruption in the production process, thus adoption is easy and requires minimal interior 
resources from the manufacturer. (It may also empower slow adopters to confide in other 
aspects of digitalization!)

Supply warehouse
supplier truck arrives at entrance
parts unloaded, labeled with proprietary 
Pozi labels, entered in inventory
each item is routed to assigned position

Commissioning
planned parts taken from assigned 
warehouse position, entered into production
parts routed to assigned processing site (Gemba)

Production
every step of the process automatically registered
product taken from assembly line
entered into inventory, routed to assigned 
warehouse position

Inventory warehouse
customer truck arrives at gate
purchased items are compiled based on invoice
transport equipment are routed to purchased 
item positions, then to loading gate
items registered when loaded to truck at gate
truck leaves gate

The coming module of Pozi integrates the location and identification data into augmented reality, 
allowing users to easily recognize the part or item they are looking for, even if said items are lo-
cated in a hardly visible area (e.g. a higher shelf, or in a closed box). Seamlessly routing forklift 
drivers or floor workers through wearables adds even more efficiency to the production 
and warehousing processes!

... and next up: Artificial Intelligence

Example of gate to gate production monitoring

Non-disruptive implementation

In the works: Augmented Reality
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Pozi Technologies

Budafoki út 111.
1117 Budapest, Hungary
+36 20 925 2624

Pozi US

1714 Stockton St, Ste 300
San Francisco, CA 94133
+1 (415) 830 6060

Pozi Technologies   •   Budapest, Hungary   •   pozi.tech@pozi.tech   •   www.pozi.tech


